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in interesting inference of QCD ie the existence of ten-

sor interaction between quarks. In hadrons, this interaction

results from colo r^agneiic interaction of quarks and appears

«leo as a result of pion effects. Tensor forces wliich act bet-

ween quarks produce T> wave admixture in the qusrk wave func-

tions, and determine the values of quadrupole moments of had-

rons. Existing measurements give an evidence for the QCD tcnoor

interaction.

In the framework of the non-relativiotic quark model, quad-

rupole moments of the decuplet are discuBaed in refs. /1-3/. In

this paper we calculate quadrupole moments of nonstrcnge had-

rono in the framework of the chiral bag model with due account

of color and pion interaction of quarks. The obvious success of

the bag model /4-11/ in description oi' static characteristics

of light hadrone shows that the effects of one-gluon exchange

between quarks and the pion effects are relevant providing an

explanation for the observed valuee of meson and baryon masses

/4-11/, the b&ryon ma£neJ'c moments /12-15/, the axial vector

constant 4^ /11,16/, charge radii of the proton and the neut-
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тал /6,17,18/, etc.

D«spi*« the euccese of this model, there remain, however,

a number of questions. It is well known that the coupling

constant ef
c
 in bag raodels 1* comparatively large. Many at-

tempt • «ere made to decrease its value. With due account of one-

-gluon exchange, quadrupole momente become, to the order of

magnitude, J.J& where R ie the bag radius, A. measurement of

quadrupole moment of a hadron would help to determine the real

value of o(«. • Owing to lack of pionic effects, quadrupole

(and magnetic - dipole} moment of -«_ -h^peron is of special

interest. It is surprising that predictions of different acdels

for the magnetic-dipole momenta of the decuplet are is strong

disagreement. Bef./19/ had demonstrated that predictions of the

QCO sua rules for the magnetic noaents of U and SL are seal-

ler by a factor 2,-2.5 than those of the additive SU{6) quark

scheme, and of the bag model. Ibe experimental value of the mag-

netic moment ef A
+ +
 is in agreement with the two latter models*

nevertheless, further refinement of the experimental data would

eerteirly Ъе desirable*

For sereral jeara there has been a discussion about realis-

tic value of the bag radius of nucleons /9*20-25/. ?he reason

for the discussion is that a bag model, in which tee typical

size of hadrons is about 1 feral, faces with difficulties in

nuclear physics. According to the traditional knowledge, the

average distance between nucleons in a nucleus exceeds the sise

of nuclecme. If this is so, the density of nuclear matter should

b« lower than that obtained by tae Arace packing of the bags,

and we must have

0.170 nuclcon / (fm)
3
 < 1 / 4 fz R

3
.
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It follows that R <: 1 fm. The standard MIT value, H = 1 fa,

corresponds just to the dence packing of nucleons, nhercas

from the point of view of nuclear physics the bag radii of or-

der of or lees than 0.6 fm are only acceptable /9,20-22/. In

bar models, however, the radius of the bag can be fixed inde-

pendently in three ways» A fit to the magnetic moment of a ba-

ryon and/o? a fit to the proton charge radius give E ^ 1 fm.

Next, in the Jaffe-Low P matrix analysis, the pole locations

depend on the radiua of nucleon bag. An attractive fit to the

data on 1Ш scattering is obtained again for R a 1 fm /24,25/*

One can give another estimate of R. In very simplest version

of the bag model with only one parameter 3 the following re-

lation taken place

where If ie the snaas of a nonstrange hndron and II is the num-

ber of the quarks* If we substitute in this equation values of

11 and N for the baryons Л and Я or for the P -meson,

we obtain R ^ 1 fm.

The lowest order perturbative computations of quadrttpole

momenta of hadrons are useful for all physically interating va-

lues of R. Let из find a part of the domain of R where the

perturbative expansion in powers of ot
Q
 is useful. The effec-

tive quark-gluon coupling constant m&y be estimated as the ratio

of the QCD-correction to quadrupole moment of a hadron to its

charge radius. For A- Isobar we obtain



A
iV; (use is made of £q.(13) of this paper). The coupling с

ai^ can be fixed by fitting to the &-? mass diffe

in which case the ratio . ci£/R ~ Д-Р ie to be constant for

all values of R. At R • 1 fin, d
t
 - 0.55 /4/, and a criterion

for the validity of the perturbative expansion,

becomes В <& 10 fm. The effective pion - quark coupling cons-

tant can be estimated in similar fashion to give

(aee Sq.(13)). We thus conclude that the pion effects can b«

treated as the perturbation for R » 0.15 fm. •* The restriction

0.15 fm <<. E « 10 fin imposed by the criterion for th« validity

of perturbative expansion for quadrupole momenta of hadrons is

not stringent. A measurement of quadrupole moment of a hadron

would give reliable «ay to determine the bag radius of nucleone*

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect.Z, solutions

for the quark wave iunctions in the bag are obtained with due ac-

count of color and pion interaction of quarks. In Sect.3
t
 an

expression for quadrupple moment of a hadron coaposed of nonetran-

Hote that use of perturbation theory for the baryon mass spect-

rum is reliable only when R » 0.6 fm.
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ge quarks is given, and quadrupole moments of A -isobar and

0 -meson are calculated with standard values of parameters

of the bag model, R « ; fm, «^« 0.55. Ife give also estimates

of the quadrupole moment of J2. -hyperoc (in the limit of №
5
 «

0). and the quadrupole moment of traneitioc &-» M ^ (in the

limit W^«- ht/y }• In Conclusion .we compare predictions of the

non-relativistic quark model with ours.

2. QUARK WAVE ГНИСТЮД

The chiral bag model is entirely defined by its Lagrangian

density

-\K-t- s,?
u t f
 * а. Сi

Here T are the quark fields, M are the quark masses, ^u. is

the gluon field, and "ft is the pion field of mass M «

U,,*4&r+ 1 ) , Ъ; ж Q(r- i ) , and &
А
 is a surface delta

function, ^j-=SCr-l) • The bag radius is set equal to unity;

В is the- constant "vacuum pressure", т is the pion decay

constant, -f • 93 MeT. The variation of of produced by va-

riation* of fields Ч*, А
}
 т gives equations of motion and

boundary conditions,

- О , г с 1 ,

V



The non-linear boundary condition which gives pressure stabili-

ty to the bag, nnd therefore guarantees energy momentum conser-

vation in the theory, results from the variation of «Я. with

reepect to tha bag radiuo

(4b)

It may be noted that in left side of this equation local prea-

eure of fields is averaged at r = 1 ovsr the directions . It is

therefore possible to satisfy the relation (4b) both for the

lowest spherically symrcatric ntates and for the orbitally excited

states- of quarks a2id gluons, no that in the framework of the

model considered computations of quadrupole moments of hadrons

due to D wave admixture in the quark wave functions are jus-

tified. :

We now consider the following problem. Quark \ produces

colorelectric and colornia£netic fields inside of the bag and

pion field outside of the bag. Thess fields act on the quark I •

We wieh to find the wave function of itk quark, ^*j .

a) Colorelectric field.

Y/s find first tho perturbation of the wave function of i"U\.

qu.vrk by c:ilor3lrtolric fisld of the quark I , Colorelectric



field of jtk quark can be written as follows / 4

tv* JL ft. <Э .

fh« noxmalisation constant Ж i» taken to b«

V
u)

(
a

r
« energy, momentun, and «ass of tbe quark j

recpeetirely. Tbe following equations determine the function G,

from equation

•е obtain an exprteeion for tbe potential

We represent the quark iave function in the fom

With the help of Dirac equation, the upper and down component*

of the «are function can be written a*

!£ С- Р«



(5)
• ~ : У i

where e*
c
\«*- S;: i

S
 the change in the energy level of «.th,

• P

quark due to colorelectrie field of quark J . Function «ij

obeys the equation

where

Г, = Ц S, Й, - !«>;. «?

We now solve the equation (6).

Let L» be the differential operator

L

L. -3"
 =

T;vo linear independent solutions of equation L. -3"
 =
 О may be

written

where j
s
 and ГЦ агз spherical BOSR-JI and Nci'jnp.nn functions.

xoi; conntahts arc taken to be к and unity
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in order that ff.ronskian W { И, iT J be equal to 1,

1 J

Лх if

<u'

General solution to equation U » E can be written in

the form

The desired solution of Eq.(6) is tlien

Here - U s i r K j 1Г=- CoiW)r/k . The coefficient &;. must

be chosen equal to zero, since F i s finite at r • 0»

The boundary condition /4,26/

vf = - ; л s JC ( 8 )

requires

1 '

I »;*
W
J
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The first equation relates the momentum to the quark mass

while the second allows to determine the value of S
;
: •

The coefficient ^ц can be obtained from normalization condi-

tion on the quark wave function,

t

b) Colormagnetic field

Y/e now determine perturbation of the wave function of th«

quark t by colonnagnetic field of the quark j • Color

cun ent of j tk quark can be written ae / 4 /

m

where R. = к< ĵ -
 # T h e

 vector potential ie

where

Г* с
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Expression» for the upper end down component» of the

wave function* can be written in the for»

., R
t
 * «u \\ )t- ( e. 3. ̂, * 6iVjP n в,.

-liSt.. ' Г-ftl» * ^ •
1
 '

••
t o
\ '1

where U^A ~ (flj lf\A - -^ ̂ A . Junction» С and D are ex-

pressible in terms of A and B,

L

1
 ьО- -h ft* • J •> Г J

Functions A and В can be determined from equations

with the help of (6) and (7). The boundary condition (8) allows
В

to find the coefficients S» and V.. , and from the nonca-

lization condition the coefficient v|/ can be calculated,

c) Pion field.

The problem of perturbation of the ware functions of non-
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strange quarks by pion field h»e been solved in refs./18,27/.

We gire here ealy the final result in notations adopted in the

preceding subjections*

The upper and down components of the ware function are

(10)

functions X ( / can be written as

where W e U>£ UiC/ "2cj . The coefficients C K

1 4 - fr* cj

Here U» • 2.04 is the energy of naesleea quarks. The quark wa-

ve function (10) is normalized to unity.

lets that the plon field does not contribute to quadrupole

«oaeote of hadrone. From Eq.(4a) it ia apparent that any solu-

tion for the plen field is a static one, em that charge denclty
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of the pion field,

# -

does vanish. This is not the caee of course for G"l off-di-

agonal transitions between states with different masaes.

3. QAUHRUPOLB SIOMEHTS

The electric-quadrupole moment of a hadron ie defined ав

an expectation value of the operator

ifl= Zl
We measure the quark charges in units of the charge of the pro-

ton. Using the wave function (9), we obtain an expression for

the quadrupole moment of hadron due to one-gluon exchange bet-

ween quark*
color

(и)

Quarks are assumed to be massles3. Similar calculntione with

the wave function (10) give

In order to calculate value of the quadrupole moment of

nonstrange hadron, it is necessary to average the operator
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•тег the color-spin-isoapin нет* function. Using standard va-

lues ef parameters of the bag aodel, R « 1 fa, «(
c
 - 0.55» «<

obtain

^
1
^ - - <>.* id*

8

(14)

flu firet t«re la the brackets occurs «a a conaaquanc* of

the a e « » ^
U 0 B

 «xchanga nolle the second is due to the plon •£-

f ecta« f #r tractor aeeone яе hare

the Halt of 0 ^ • 0, e.uadrupole aoaent of —П. becomea

A possibility of axperlaeatal aeasureaent of quadrupole ao-

aests of deltas is dlscuened In ref• /28/. Recently the ratio

between electric-quadrupule and aagnetio-dlpole aaplitudea In

tke «*eaotion v W - ^ "П W has bean aeaeurad at the energy of

& •reaomanee /2i/. FlnJte energy releaae in the decay

K' aakes the estinate (14)» which la correct only in



the limit of 1*д "* *VĴ  , ambiguous. We treat gluoa and

pion fields classically. Such an approach is irrelevant if

frequency of the emitted photon can not be mad* to Tanish.

A detailed.deecussion of relctionship between classical

/4,8,11,12,14,15,17,18/ and quantum-aechanical /5,6,10,13,16/

treatment of fields in the bag model is given in ref./30/. Main

inference is that the classical computations of gluon and pion

lowest-order corrections to static characteristics of hadrons

do reproduce all quantum-mechanical contributione of correspon-

ding tree diagrams. Expressions (11).and (12) for static quad-

rupole moments are therefore exact. An analogy with photon

bremsatrahlung may be useful. It ie well known that energeti-

cal cross section of photon (or graviton /31/) bremsstrahlung

can be calculated at vanishingly small frequency- of emitted

photon *-*>th classically and quantum-raechanioally. At finite

frequency, CO , of the emitted photon new dimensionless pa-

rameter Tuo/lMe^ where m is the mass of the scattered par-

ticle, occurs. If UJ tends to zero, nontrivial dependence on

the Planck's constant disappears ; it follows that the problem

becomes classical one.

4. COHQmSIOKS

In this paper we have obtained expressions for the quark

mve functions in the chiral bag model with due account of co-

lor and pion interaction of quarks. Colorelectrir fields of

quarks perturb S wave part of the quark wave functions

so that this interaction does not contribute to quadrupole mo-

menta of hadrons. Colonaagnetic and pion interaction of quarks

results in the D vave admixture in the quark wave functions

which determines the vbluea of quadrupole moments. Explicit
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analytical expressions of Sect.2 for the quark wave functions

with due account of color interaction, and expressions (11)

and (12) for quadrupole moments of hadrona composed of non-

strange quarks are the main results of this paper. Quark wave

functions of Sect,2 can be used to calculate gluon and pion

corrections to the baryon magnetic moments, the axial vector

constant CU , etc.

Quadrupole momente of the decuplet nave been discussed

earlier in the non-relativiatic quark model /1-3/. Predictions

of the non-relativietic quark model are smaller by a factor 2.

then those of the chiral bag model» Plonic effects are not dis-

cussed in refa./1-З/. Relations between quadrupole moments of

(xj -states in the framework of the additive SU(6) quark

scheme are discussed in refs./32,33/.
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